Bacterial Deoxyribonucleic Acid Is Often Present in Failed Revision Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstructions.
To determine whether bacterial DNA will be detectable by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in torn graft tissue at the time of revision anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR). A total of 31 consecutive revision ACLR cases from 1 center from 2014-2016 were recruited. No patients had clinical signs of infection on presentation. Torn graft tissue was obtained in revision cases and subjected to clinical culture and PCR analysis with a universal bacterial primer. Fluorescence microscopy was used to confirm the presence of a biofilm. We obtained negative control samples of water open to air on the field and excess primary ACLR graft tissue, as well as torn native ligament, to evaluate for PCR positivity due to environmental contamination. Clinical cultures were positive (coagulase-negative Staphylococcus) in 1 revision case (3%, 1 of 31). Bacterial DNA was detectable in most revision ACLR cases (87.0%, 27 of 31), and there was a low rate of PCR positivity in negative control samples of water open to air (0%, 0 of 3), excess primary ACLR graft tissue after passage (20%, 1 of 5), or native torn ligament (20%, 1 of 5). Bacterial biofilm presence on failed graft tissue as well as monofilament suture was visually confirmed with fluorescence microscopy. Bacterial DNA is frequently present in failed ACLR grafts, with high rates of DNA detection by PCR but low culture positivity. Level IV, case series.